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Beeld, Business Day and Rapport were the front-runners in the Newspaper Association of South Africa’s 
annual Frewin, Joel Mervis and McCall awards announced at the Mondi Shanduka Newspaper Awards in 
Johannesburg on Wednesday, May 6.  
 
The competition – which has been in existence for a collective 119 years – recognises newspaper excellence in 
advertising, printing and production, layout and typography as well as the balance between the use of pictures and 
graphics.  
 
Clive Loxton, convenor of the judging panel, said that the work entered in this year’s awards demonstrated that the 
industry could be proud of the high standards it has achieved. 
“With the global economic recession threatening our prosperity, it is reassuring to know the fundamentals of our craft 
are in place. Even though the competition was fierce, the winners were clear with the judges all reaching the same 
conclusions independently.” 

The Frewin Award 
The Frewin Award, which recognises urban daily newspapers with a circulation above 50,000, was presented to 
Beeld (94 points).   
 
The judges said: “It is a pleasure to page through this paper and enjoy the attention to detail. It is a solid package with 
a high visual standard. Colour densities are kept consistent and pictures appear radiant. There is a comfortable 
weighting between advertising and the news. Immaculate, measuring up to the highest standards anywhere.” 

The runners-up in this category are: 
 
Second place: Daily News and The Star (83 points) 
 
Third place: Die Burger (81 points) 
 
Fourth place: Daily Sun (80 points) 

The McCall Award 
The McCall Award recognises urban daily newspapers with a circulation of 50,000 or less and was won by Business 
Day (91 points).  
 
“A stunningly focused example of a paper designed for speed reading. An extraordinarily high standard is maintained 
from day to day, and images do a great job of supporting the news content. It gives one pleasure to read because of 
the quality and aesthetics, and adverts are neatly combined in the layout and appear to give a sense of space other 
newspapers did not manage to achieve,” said the judges. 



The runners-up in this category are: 
 
Second place: Volksblad (86 points) 
 
Third place: The Witness and Pretoria News (80 points) 
 
Fourth place: The Mercury (77 points) 
The Joel Mervis Award 
The Joel Mervis Award recognises urban weekly newspapers irrespective of their circulation and was won by Rapport 
(99 points). 
 
“What a visual pleasure! Great colour, graphics, images and creative flair. The pictures support the news well, and 
make for an exciting read. Rapport was head and shoulders above competitors in this category. Its attention to 
consistency throughout each edition also put this paper at an advantage over others,” were the judges’ comments. 
 
The runners-up are: 
 
Second place: Mail & Guardian and Sunday Independent (89 points) 
 
Third place: Naweek Beeld (87 points) 
 
Fourth place: Post (85 points)  
 
A total of 16 daily and 24 weekly newspapers entered this year’s awards.  
 
The judging panel is made up of recognised industry experts Clive Loxton, creative faculty head of the AAA School of 
Advertising; Logan Naidu, learnerships and apprenticeships specialist at Mappp-seta; Marilyn du Toit, lecturer in 
Graphic design at the AAA School of Advertising, and Linda Rademan, lecturer in art direction at the AAA School of 
Advertising. 

 
	  


